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With the increasing of city’ scale, the city population is increasing fastly; the 
demand of water resources is more and more big. This kind of situation causes much 
more workload on the water cost management of Water Service Company, and much 
more difficulty on management, especially in the water management. The traditional  
hand water meter reading water management belongs to pure manual management, 
due to wrong copying method, or missing method, the disputes between the Water 
Service Company and the users often happen, and with the amount of water 
information increasing, the frequency that disputes are becoming more and more 
highly. This situation shows that the Water Service Company's current management 
mode already can not adapt to the needs of its rapid development. Therefore, to use a 
modern computer technology is an effective way to manage the water cost. 
Water rate management system is an information system that is used to manage 
the water amount and charges by Water Service Company. The water management 
system can replace the water staff’s pure manual management mode; the user can 
query the information of their real-time water. And avoid water staff’s wrong, copied 
leakage water situation, greatly reduced the disputes between the user and the worker, 
reduce the workload of staff, and further improve the work efficiency of Water 
Service Company. Meanwhile, using historical data, the senior manager of the Water 
Service Company can make more scientific decision for the development of the 
company. 
Through an analysis of the characteristics of water supply industry in the country, 
and fee management process with the analysis of tap water, discusses a specially 
aiming at the actual demand of a Water Service Company fee management process, 
using B/S architecture design and implementation of water management information 
system process. Firstly, the paper introduces related computer technology used in B/S 
architecture and the design of the system, through the demand analysis, the system is 















user water information query module, water charge management module, water entry 
module, query and statistical functions module. The database design scheme adopts 
the system and table structure is described in detail. And introduced the realization of 
the core module of one one steps, in addition, in order to ensure the system can run 
stably, the necessary tested work has been to the system, so the last part introduced the 
system test case. 
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